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RESISTING FACE SURVEILLANCE WITH COPYRIGHT LAW*

AMANDA LEVENDOWSKII**

Face surveillance is animated by deep-rooted demographic and deployment biases that endanger marginalized communities and threaten the privacy of all. But current approaches have not prevented its adoption by law enforcement. Some companies have offered voluntary moratoria on selling the technology, leaving many others to fill in the gaps. Legislators have enacted regulatory oversight at the state and city levels, but a federal ban remains elusive. Both approaches require vast shifts in practical and political will, each with drawbacks. While we wait, face surveillance persists. This Article suggests a new possibility: face surveillance is fueled by unauthorized copies and reproductions of photographs, and resisting face surveillance compels us to consider countering it with copyright law.

So why haven’t face surveillance companies been overwhelmed with copyright infringement litigation? Fair use. This Article lays out the litigation landscape before analyzing the recent Supreme Court decision in Google v. Oracle, alongside other key fair use cases, to examine why this complex doctrine may permit many uses of machine learning without allowing face surveillance to copy and reproduce online profile pictures. Some face surveillance companies claim to be transformative search engines, but their business models are more like private subscription services that are rarely found to be fair use. And scraping profile pictures harms the unique licensing market for these photographs, which grows as companies and researchers increasingly reject scraped photos as sources of face analysis training data. This Article concludes that copyright law could curtail
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face surveillance without waiting for companies or Congress to catch up—and we ought to use it.

INTRODUCTION

In January 2020, Robert Julian-Borchak Williams was arrested on his front lawn while his wife and two daughters watched. He had no idea why he was being arrested. Officers declined to say why or much else, even telling his wife to “Google it” when she asked where they were taking him. Williams found himself at the Detroit Detention Center, where he spent the night in jail before the officers let him take a good look at the blurry surveillance photograph behind his arrest. “I hope you guys don’t think that all [B]lack men look alike,” Williams said, holding the surveillance video still next to own face. It was

obviously not him. A detective explained the problem: “[T]he computer must have gotten it wrong.”

Williams was misidentified by a face recognition algorithm developed by a company called DataWorks Plus, which is one of many companies in the business of selling face recognition technology to law enforcement. The same month that Williams was arrested, journalist Kashmir Hill revealed that a startup called Clearview AI was snapping up selfies and profile pictures to create a massive face recognition database for law enforcement. In less than three years, Clearview AI systemically copied three billion photographs to create face recognition tools for six hundred police departments, all without the consent of individuals, authorization of social media companies, or knowledge of the public. Backlash was swift. Within days, the largest social media companies alleged that Clearview AI’s unauthorized scraping of their websites violated their terms of service—at that time an arguable violation of the

5. Id. Williams continued to be held until that evening, totaling thirty hours in detention. Id. In response, the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan filed a letter with the Detroit Police Department. Letter from Phil Mayor, Senior Staff Att’y, ACLU Fund of Michigan, to Off. of the Chief Investigator, Detroit Pub. Safety (June 24, 2020), https://www.aclu.org/letter/aclu-michigan-complaint-re-use-facial-recognition [https://perma.cc/6GXV-PZCL].

6. Hill, Wrongfully Accused, supra note 1. The company got its start offering mugshot-management software. Id.


Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. The public balked at the violation and began strategizing about how to resist it.

Face surveillance is a broad term that embraces multiple biometric systems that use algorithms to analyze faces, such as face detection, face classification, and, as emphasized here, face recognition. Concerns over face surveillance are far from new. Legal scholars have expressed wariness over the use of face recognition technology in classrooms, by corporations, during carceral investigations. Julie Cohen’s vision of the biopolitical domain warned of the

10. Alfred Ng & Steven Musil, Clearview AI Hit with Cease-and-Desist from Google, Facebook over Facial Recognition Collection, CNET (Feb. 5, 2020, 6:10 PM), https://www.cnet.com/news/clearview-ai-hit-with-cease-and-desist-from-google-over-facial-recognition-collection/ (https://perma.cc/MR8L-Z7U2); see also 18 U.S.C. § 1030; Van Buren v. United States, 141 S. Ct. 1648, 1659 n.8 (2021) (“For present purposes, we need not address whether this inquiry turns only on technological (or ‘code-based’) limitations on access, or instead also looks to limits contained in contracts or policies.”).

11. See infra Part II.


14. See generally, e.g., Yana Welinder, A Face Tells More than a Thousand Posts: Developing Face Recognition Privacy in Social Networks, 26 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 165 (2012) (discussing proposed privacy requirements of social network companies); Elizabeth A. Rowe, Regulating Facial Recognition Technology in the Private Sector, 24 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 1 (2020) (posing guided questions to outline potential facial recognition regulation); Kerri A. Thompson, Countenancing Employment Discrimination: Facial Recognition in Background Checks, 8 TEX. A&M L. REV. 63 (2020) (posing that the technology that made facial recognition viable also has discriminatory implications in the employment context).

15. See generally, e.g., Sabrina A. Lochner, Saving Face: Regulating Law Enforcement’s Use of Mobile Facial Recognition Technology & Iris Scans, 55 ARIZ. L. REV. 201 (2013) (discussing law enforcement’s use of the Mobile Offender Recognition and Information System and associated privacy and policy concerns); Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Facial Recognition and the Fourth Amendment, 105 MİNÑ. L. REV. 1105 (2021) (revealing limitations of the Fourth Amendment in constraining the increasing use of facial surveillance and artificial intelligence by law enforcement); Matthew Doktor, Facial Recognition and the Fourth Amendment in the Wake of Carpenter v. United States, 89 U. CIN. L. REV. 552 (2021) (discussing the Court’s extension of Fourth Amendment privacy rights to modern law enforcement technology).

rise of business models premised on turning publicly available information into corporate assets.\textsuperscript{16} Helen Nissenbaum urged that definitions of privacy could not discount protecting “vast stores of information—event so-called ‘public’ information” used to surveil people, and Joel Reidenberg predicted that face recognition would create confusion about the “appropriate treatment of publicly available personal information.”\textsuperscript{17} Evan Selinger and Woodrow Hartzog concluded that the confusion is settled, putting the current calculus bluntly: “[F]acial recognition technology is the most uniquely dangerous surveillance mechanism ever invented.”\textsuperscript{18} Other scholars—including legal scholars Danielle Citron, Clare Garvie, Alvaro Bedoya, Margaret Hu, Ari Waldman, Rashida Richardson, Laura Moy, and Vincent Southerland and sociotechnical scholars Safia Umoja Noble, Virginia Eubanks, and Ruha Benjamin—have long established that the burdens of biased algorithms are borne by marginalized people.\textsuperscript{19}


\textsuperscript{17} Helen Nissenbaum, Toward an Approach to Privacy in Public: Challenges of Information Technology, 7 ETHICS & BEHAV. 207, 208 (1997); Joel R. Reidenberg, Privacy in Public, 69 U. MIA. L. REV. 141, 142 (2014).


Nearly a decade of scholarship rooted in lived experiences reveals an urgent need for a federal law banning the use of face surveillance by law enforcement.20 To be truly effective, a federal ban on face surveillance must include a ban of private face recognition technologies that directly or indirectly support law enforcement investigations—which, at some level, may be all of them.21 But waiting for such legislation is a luxury few can afford.22 This Article argues that there is previously unexplored law that could be used to resist invasive face surveillance in the meantime: copyright law. Photographs used as profile pictures, both on social media networks and other websites, are protectable by copyright, and the unauthorized copies created and reproduced by some face recognition companies constitute copyright infringement barring an exception.23

This Article seeks to answer Jeanne Fromer’s thoughtful question of whether we should care why intellectual property rights are asserted.24 Part I


20. This echoes the ask to the Biden administration made by thirty social justice organizations in December 2020. Dean DeChiaro, Advocates To Press Biden, Congress on Facial Recognition Curbs, ROLL CALL (Dec. 8, 2020, 6:30 AM), https://www.rollcall.com/2020/12/08/advocates-to-press-biden-congress-on-facial-recognition-curbs/ [https://perma.cc/H67E-YVDS]. The urgent need for a federal bill is not news to Congress. See infra Section II.B.


22. More than 117 million adults are believed to be in face recognition databases. Garvie et al., supra note 19.

23. 17 U.S.C. § 102(a), (a)(5) (“Copyright protection subsists . . . in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression . . . . Works of authorship include . . . pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works . . . .”); id. § 106 (“T]he owner of copyright under this title has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any of the following . . . to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or phonorecords . . . .”).

traces the injustices of face surveillance through two of its baked-in biases—demographic biases affecting the accuracy of face analysis technology and deployment biases driving its use against marginalized communities—to establish the urgency of thinking creatively about combatting face surveillance. As Part II explains, existing approaches to resisting face recognition, including awaiting corporations to stop selling face surveillance technology to law enforcement or pursuing local legislation banning or regulating the technology, require vast shifts in practical or political will, each with its own drawbacks. While we wait, face surveillance becomes more entrenched in society, which is why Part III explores how existing copyright law could provide a desperately necessary fix. Part III outlines the contours of copyright infringement litigation and analyzes why fair use—the key infringement exception—may not apply to face surveillance companies’ practice of copying profile pictures to use as face surveillance training data and reproducing those photographs in face match reports used by law enforcement. Lawsuits over machine learning (“ML”), like face surveillance, will draw out the full complexities of the fair use doctrine, and many uses of copyrighted works as training data will be fair use. But face surveillance may be the exception to the rule that ML is fair use.

This Article should not need to exist. Not all privacy issues are copyright ones—and they should not be. But decades of lobbying created a Congress that cares more about conserving copyrights than protecting privacy, and the


26. See Levendowski, Copyright Law, supra note 19, at 619–30; Mark A. Lemley & Bryan Casey, Fair Learning, 99 TEX. L. REV. 743, 748–49 (2021). But see Benjamin L.W. Sobel, Artificial Intelligence’s Fair Use Crisis, 41 COLUM. J.L. & ARTS 45, 45–46 (2017) (observing that invoking fair use for fair ML may have costs, such as shifting valuable innovation elsewhere or diverting earnings away from authors).


suggestion that copyright is our best short-term hope at resisting face recognition technology reveals deep flaws in our legal system that should be critiqued, not celebrated.\textsuperscript{29} Ultimately, face recognition by law enforcement should be eliminated because it poses an existential threat to privacy and dignity, not because the technology appears to depend on copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{30} Yet it does. Until the federal government bans face recognition software, copyright law may be able to shield us from the most insidious forms of face surveillance by holding corporate creators civilly liable.\textsuperscript{31} This Article concludes that we should care when copyright is weaponized for censorship or harassment. But if copyright law can curtail face surveillance without waiting for action from companies or Congress, then we should use it.

I. IDENTIFYING INJUSTICES OF FACE SURVEILLANCE

The algorithms used in every ML system are subject to biases, and the ones underpinning face surveillance complicate any quest for justice. Multiple factors play into the biases of algorithms like those behind face surveillance technology, from homogenous communities of creators and flawed algorithms to incomplete or mislabeled datasets.\textsuperscript{32} These problems are so pernicious that tracks of academic conferences, even entire conferences themselves, are dedicated to the development of “fairer” artificial intelligence (“AI”).\textsuperscript{33} And when it comes to face surveillance, these problems are impossible to ignore. The biases embodied by face surveillance ensure that justice will remain elusive.

\textsuperscript{29} Indeed, some scholars oppose such an invocation of copyright law. See infra Part III.

\textsuperscript{30} A similar dynamic was observed with Reddit’s decision to remove the subreddits trafficking in hacked nonconsensual pornography of celebrity women in response to copyright takedown notices rather than doing so out of respect for the victims’ privacy and dignity. Sarah Jeong, Reddit as a Government, FORBES (Sept. 8, 2014, 3:12 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/sarahjeong/2014/09/08/reddit-as-a-government/?sh=6fd7c8d1856d [https://perma.cc/G63-GJYL (dark archive)].

\textsuperscript{31} See 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2) (providing statutory damages for infringement). It is no surprise that copyright law is, in the words of Cathay Smith, a tool “par excellence.” Cathay Y.N. Smith, Weaponizing Copyright, 35 HARV. J.L. & TECH. (forthcoming 2022) (manuscript at 34) [hereinafter Smith, Weaponizing Copyright], https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3806015 [https://perma.cc/6WC4-3USJ].

\textsuperscript{32} See Levendowski, Copyright Law, supra note 19, at 583–85. For a foundational discussion of bias in computer systems, see generally Batya Friedman & Helen Nissenbaum, Bias in Computer Systems, 14 ACM TRANSACTIONS ON INFO. SYS. 330 (1996).

The literal lens through which we view faces has always been biased. When photography became popularized in the 1950s, Black parents found that the photographs reduced their children to “ink blots.” Erasing the visibility of Black subjects was done by design. At Kodak Eastman, a model on staff named Shirley became the metric for calibrating the printed color stock used by cameras. Kodak photographed Shirley against bland backgrounds with bright lighting to determine how skin would look in high-contrast environments. Of course, Shirley was white. Kodak only began correcting its cameras’ biases after receiving complaints—not from Black parents, but from chocolate and furniture companies saying they “weren’t getting the right brown tones” on product photographs.

Today, photographers still struggle to capture Black skin accurately. As Simone Browne details, face scan technology fails “very dark-skinned users,’


36. Id.

37. These cards were known as Shirley Cards, and a multiracial Shirley Card featuring a Black woman, a white woman, and an Asian woman was not introduced until the mid-1990s. Sarah Lewis, The Racial Bias Built into Photography, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 25, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/25/lens/sarah-lewis-racial-bias-photography.html [https://perma.cc/SAJF-9GHZ (dark archive)].

38. Id. (quoting Lorena Roth, Looking at Shirley, the Ultimate Norm: Colour Balance, Image Technologies, and Cognitive Equity, 34 CANADIAN J. COMM. 111, 119 (2009)).

not due to ‘lack of distinctive features, of course, but to the quality of the images provided to the facial-scan system by video cameras optimized for lighter-skinned users.’”40 Similarly, face detection systems built into cameras struggle to recognize Black skin at all. Less than five years ago, Hewlett-Packard was taken to task for developing a face detection algorithm that worked seamlessly for white people but failed to track Black people entirely.41 Today, face surveillance renders people of color invisible when they benefit from it but hypervisible when law enforcement can.42

As Laura Moy has thoughtfully taxonomized, police technology—like face surveillance—is developed and deployed against a backdrop of biases that can replicate, mask, transfer, and exacerbate inequity in policing, as well as compromise oversight of that inequity.43 Historically, two white men working for law enforcement pioneered face recognition by relying on photographs of arrested men—commonly known as mugshots—to develop their methodologies.44 Arrested men became training data without their consent, an


42. For a discussion of the relationship between photography and Blackness, see Ainissa G. Ramirez, Black Images Matter: How Cameras Helped—and Sometimes Harmed—Black People, SCI. AM. (July 8, 2020), https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/black-images-matter-how-cameras-helped-mdash-and-sometimes-harmed-mdash-black-people/ [https://perma.cc/XCF5-2KYX (staff-uploaded, dark archive)]. Cameras have failed people of color as an accountability mechanism for law enforcement, as evidenced by the ways that body-worn camera footage and videos of police brutality fail to translate into meaningful accountability. See id.

43. Moy, supra note 19, at 143–44.

objection levied against some of the most prolific datasets in face recognition today.\textsuperscript{45} As a result, face recognition is inextricably coupled with lack of consent and perceived criminality.\textsuperscript{46}

This part explores two of the contemporary biases that animate face recognition: demographic and deployment biases. Demographically, face recognition reflects and amplifies the biases of the camera itself. Study after study across different forms of face surveillance—including face characterization and face recognition—demonstrate empirically that face surveillance performs poorly for people of color, women, and young people, and it often excludes or misgenders transgender and nonbinary people.\textsuperscript{47} But fixing demographic biases cannot fix face recognition. Even if face recognition was accurate, past and present practices show us that face surveillance will be deployed disproportionately against marginalized people.\textsuperscript{48} Even when face recognition is sometimes turned on the powerful,\textsuperscript{49} people of color, immigrants, and sex workers remain persistent targets of the technology.\textsuperscript{50}

Technology that creates a more efficient carceral system should be resisted. The imbalanced power dynamics inherent in face surveillance’s demographic and deployment biases suggest that the technology can solve
crimes without necessarily promoting justice. These injustices inherent in face surveillance reveal why we should think creatively about countering its use.

A. Demographic Biases

A year before Williams’ arrest in Detroit, Nijeer Parks spent ten days in a New Jersey jail after he was wrongly accused based on a flawed face recognition match. When presented with the fake driver’s license that generated the match, Parks said, “I don’t think he looks like me. . . . The only thing we have in common is the beard.” That same year, back in Detroit, Michael Oliver was also wrongly arrested. To date, all three of the publicly disclosed victims of mistaken law enforcement face recognition matches are Black men.

The men wrongfully identified as criminals by face recognition algorithms are not the only examples of the automated facial analysis technology betraying people of color. The landmark “Gender Shades” study conducted by Joy Buolamwini and Timnit Gebru shed light on the vastness of intersectional, automated face analysis biases. Rather than use an existing dataset, the researchers developed the Pilot Parliaments Benchmark, a new dataset comprised of photographs of male and female politicians from six countries to measure the performance of Microsoft, Face++, and IBM face recognition algorithms. The politicians were identified in four intersectional categories: darker-skinned males, lighter-skinned males, darker-skinned females, and skinned females, and .


52. Hill, Another Arrest, supra note 51.


54. Hill, Another Arrest, supra note 51.

55. See supra Introduction.


57. Buolamwini & Gebru, supra note 19, at 81, 85 tbl.4. Notably, these features were chosen because it ensured that the subjects were “public figures with known identities and photos available under non-restrictive licenses posted on government websites.” Id. at 81.
lighter-skinned females. Consistently, the algorithms performed worst on darker-skinned females, with error rates approaching nearly thirty-five percent higher than those for lighter-skinned males. Inioluwa Deborah Raji and Buolamwini performed a reaudit of the first batch of companies and added new algorithms. Their research found that the initially targeted companies all reduced accuracy disparities, but the newly studied companies persisted in performing poorly for darker-skinned females.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”) confirmed the Gender Shades findings in a follow-up study. NIST tested 189 algorithms from 99 developers, including commercial developers like Microsoft and law enforcement contractors like Vigilant Solutions. As one of the researchers put it, “[I]t is usually incorrect to make statements across algorithms, [but] we found empirical evidence for the existence of demographic differentials in the majority of the face recognition algorithms we studied . . . .” Those differentials were stark. For 1:N matching, which compares features from a search image with all other possibilities in the gallery and is used in most face recognition systems, false positives were elevated for West African, East African, and East Asian people, alongside—though at a slightly lower rate—South Asian and Central

58. Id. at 83 tbl.2. The researchers used a skin tone classification methodology developed by a dermatologist. Id. at 82.
60. Raji & Buolamwini, supra note 19.
62. GROTHER ET AL., supra note 47, at 1, 26 tbl.5, 27 tbl.6. NIST was urged to conduct such a study by researchers at the Center for Privacy and Technology at Georgetown Law. See Garvie et al., supra note 19, at 6. The results echoed an earlier study, which found that face recognition systems demonstrated bias against women, Black people, and younger people. See Klare et al., supra note 56, at 1789.
American people. The lowest rate of false positives was for East European people.

While the Gender Shades and NIST studies both revealed intersectional biases most affecting dark-skinned women, neither fully captured the extent of face analysis biases because both suffered from a shared shortcoming: use of binary gender. Gender Shades acknowledged expressly that “[t]his reductionist view of gender does not adequately capture the complexities of gender or address transgender identities,” nor nonbinary ones. Face recognition technology was not developed with trans and nonbinary faces in mind. In decades of research in the field, only a few leading scholarly papers acknowledge the existence of trans people and none mention nonbinary people. Face recognition technology—including from major commercial developers such as IBM, Microsoft, and Amazon—misgenders trans people and simply cannot identify nonbinary people more than one-third of the time.

When people cannot trust the accuracy of technology, these biases have practical effects. A Utah DMV employee forced a trans woman to remove her makeup out of concern that her appearance would create problems for face recognition. Attempting to verify its drivers, Uber used Microsoft face recognition technology that failed to identify trans drivers and effectively

64. *Id.* The higher false positive rates for people of color were among algorithms developed in the United States, with American Indians (identified as a subset of Native faces) reflecting the highest rate of false positives. *Id.* A Federal Bureau of Investigation study likewise found that face recognition algorithms are least accurate for people of color, women, and young people. Klare et al., *supra* note 56, at 1800. Much face surveillance research, including the NIST study, also assumes and reifies the existence of “race” without interrogating its social construction. Alex Hanna, Emily Denton, Andrew Smart & Jamila Smith-Loud, *Towards a Critical Race Methodology in Algorithmic Fairness*, 2020 CONF. ON FAIRNESS ACCOUNTABILITY & TRANSPARENCY 501, 501.

65. GROTHE ET AL., *supra* note 47, at 2. It is worth noting that several developers’ systems had virtually undetectable false-positive differentials, including Idemia and NEC-3, among several others. *Id.* at 8.

66. Buolamwini & Gebru, *supra* note 19, at 82; see also SARAH MYERS WEST, MEREDITH WHITTAKER & KATE CRAWFORD, AI NOW INST. DISCRIMINATING SYSTEMS: GENDER, RACE, AND POWER IN AI 17 (2019), https://aiinstitute.org/discriminatingsystems.pdf [https://perma.cc/UJ8J-L3LJ] (explaining that the gender classification in the Gender Shades study presented several problems, one of which was the study’s assumption that gender can be detected automatically).


locked them out of their accounts. Other uses of gender-identifying face recognition technology include “real-time security, targeted marketing, and personalized human-robot interaction.” But even expanding face surveillance data labeling beyond binary gender may not be enough. Morgan Klaus Scheuerman’s work examining issues of incorporating binary gender into face recognition technology curated a dataset of seven genders, including “genderless ‘genders.’” That work acknowledged that “there is boundless opportunity to include other genders in computer vision research” and recognized that these technologies still “require[] assumptions to be made about gender identity and pronouns” based on images alone. And those assumptions are likely to be flawed.

Perversely, developers’, researchers’, and even auditors’ attempts at correcting face recognition bias against trans and nonbinary people can perpetuate harm against the people they are trying to protect. One researcher notoriously sought to develop a face recognition system using transition videos scraped from YouTube, a privacy invasion to which many scholars and subjects objected. Anna Lauren Hoffman puts it plainly: inclusion can work to normalize oppression.

If the answer to correcting demographic bias in face surveillance requires strategic, expanded inclusion of people of color, women, trans, and nonbinary people in face recognition databases, then we must ask a different question.

B. Deployment Biases

Some people may believe that the use of face recognition by law enforcement would be acceptable if the technology were less demographically biased. But law enforcement would still deploy face recognition technology

---

71. Scheuerman et al., supra note 68, at 144:6.
72. Id. at 144:26.
73. Id.
74. Inioluwa Deborah Raji, Timnit Gebru, Margaret Mitchell, Joy Buolamwini, Joonseok Lee & Emily Denton, Saving Face: Investigating the Ethical Concerns of Facial Recognition Auditing, 2020 AAAI/ACM A.I. ETHICS & SOCY CON’F. 145, 147 (noting these attempts “can promote gender stereotypes, [be] . . . exclusionary of transgender, non-binary, and gender non-conforming individuals, and threaten[] further harm against already marginalized individuals” (internal citations omitted)). For a critical discussion of transgender politics and surveillance practices, see generally TOBY BEAUCHAMP, GOING STEALTH (2019).
76. See Anna Lauren Hoffman, Terms of Inclusion: Data, Discourse, Violence, 23 NEW MEDIA & SOCY 3539, 3539 (2021). But see Lemley & Casey, supra note 26, at 771 (“The solution is to build bigger databases overall or to ‘oversample’ members of smaller groups.”).
against marginalized people with minimal oversight and limited means of recourse. Weaponizing surveillance technologies, such as face surveillance, against marginalized communities renders their movements hypervisible to law enforcement. This has been the case for centuries. Simone Browne has detailed disparate surveillance dating to when states enforced so-called lantern laws that required Black and Native people to carry lit candles at night, illuminating themselves to the white gaze. “Black luminosity,” she says, worked as a “form of boundary maintenance occurring at the site of the black body, whether by candlelight, flaming torch, or the camera flashbulb that documents the ritualized terror of a lynch mob.” Little has changed. As the Fourth Circuit recently observed, “[T]echnology ‘allow[s] government watchers to remain unobtrusive,’” [but] the impact of surveillance “[i]s conspicuous in the lives of those least empowered to object.” The court continued, “Because those communities are over-surveilled, they tend to be over-policied, resulting in inflated arrest rates and increased exposure to incidents of police violence.” People of color remain up to two-and-a-half times more likely to be targets of police surveillance. And face recognition is deployed strategically against marginalized people, including people of color, immigrants, and sex workers, with minimal regulation, oversight, or accountability. As poet and activist Malkia Devich-Cyril warned, “[F]acial-recognition . . . [will] be used to supercharge police abuses of power and worsen racial discrimination.”

77. See, e.g., Color of Surveillance, GEO. L. CTR. ON PRIV. & TECH. (2019), https://www.law.georgetown.edu/privacy-technology-center/events/color-of-surveillance-2019/ (documenting the past, present, and future of surveillance against marginalized communities, including Black people, immigrants, religious minorities, and poor people); Richardson et al., supra note 19, at 45.

78. See BROWNE, supra note 40, at 76–80.

79. Id. at 67; see also Brandi Thompson Summers, Black Lives Under Surveillance, PUB. BOOKS (Dec. 1, 2016), https://www.publicbooks.org/black-lives-under-surveillance/ (“Today, poor communities of color are under constant surveillance and on the receiving end of brutal market forces.”).


81. Id.


The New York Police Department (“NYPD”) provides one example of law enforcement’s history with face surveillance deployment biases. After 9/11, the NYPD dusted downtown Manhattan with thousands of surveillance cameras and later consolidated video surveillance operations into a centralized command center. In 2012, the NYPD began working with IBM to take surveillance footage from across the city and transform it into an effective face recognition system, integrating its system with more than five hundred cameras. IBM developed new search features for the NYPD that allowed it to search by features like hair color, facial hair—and, most notably, skin tone. Perhaps, then, it is no surprise that the NYPD also has a record of misusing face recognition technology against people of color. Last summer, the NYPD admitted to using face recognition to surveil Black Lives Matter activist Derrick Ingram, despite public representations that the department “does not use facial recognition technology to monitor and identify people in crowds or political rallies.” Even if the technology were less demographically biased, history suggests that it would still be disproportionately focused on people of color.

The arrests of Williams and Oliver put these practices into stark relief beyond New York. Both Black men were arrested in Detroit, a city that is seventy-eight percent Black. In the wake of their arrests, the Detroit Police Chief admitted that the department’s face recognition technology misidentified suspects “about 96 percent of the time.” Yet despite known demographic biases, particularly for people of color, the department has not retired face recognition technology. Instead, Detroit doubled down and invested in a million-dollar system called Project Green Light that empowers police to scan

---

85. The public has little say in the acquisition and deployment of surveillance systems in most jurisdictions, as documented by Crump, supra note 9, at 1655, and Joh, supra note 21, at 20, 22, 37.
87. See id.
88. Despite developing the skin tone feature and providing officers with the skin tone search tool, an NYPD spokesperson claimed the NYPD declined an offer to use the feature. See id.
89. See Clare Garvie, Garbage In, Garbage Out: Face Recognition on Flawed Data, GEO. L. CTR. ON PRIV. & TECH. (May 16, 2019), https://www.flawedfacedata.com [https://perma.cc/74X3-FV3G] (detailing NYPD use of a photograph of actor Woody Harrelson, famed for his role in Cheers and more recently the dystopian series The Hunger Games, as a substitute for a suspect’s image).
live surveillance video from cameras across the city, from businesses and schools to hospitals and apartment buildings. 93

Law enforcement also deploys face recognition technology to target immigrants. In 2019, Georgetown Law’s Center on Privacy & Technology revealed through disclosed documents that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (“FBI”) and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) transformed state driver’s license databases into routine immigration investigative tools. 94 More than a dozen states, including Utah, Vermont, and Washington, offer driver’s licenses or driving privilege cards to undocumented immigrants. 95 According to records requests, ICE agents worked with state officials to run face recognition searches using those databases. 96 Searches were rarely accompanied by warrants or subpoenas, with some searches run using nothing more than an email attaching an investigative photograph, or “probe photo,” of the target. 97 The revelation marked the first known instance of ICE deploying face recognition technology on state driver’s license databases. 98 Alvaro Bedoya, the former director of Georgetown Law’s Center on Privacy and Technology, explained that “this is a scandal, and a huge betrayal of undocumented people . . . . [ICE agents are] actually taking advantage of that [licensure] to secretly find and deport those people using face recognition technology . . . .” 99 In Maryland, another state that offers driver’s licenses to undocumented immigrants, ICE ran face recognition searches on millions of photos without state or court approval. 100 Unlike prior cases, in which ICE requested state officials to run searches, ICE officials nationwide searched Maryland driver’s license databases.


95. Id.

96. Id.

97. Id.


independently without approval or oversight. With state legislation on the horizon banning the practice, ICE has opted to contract with a private subscription service for face recognition “mission support”—Clearview AI.

Face recognition technology is also turned against sex workers, who have played an active role in resisting the technology and long occupied the frontiers of the internet through their communities and work. The prominence of sex workers’ online presence through advertisements, social media, and other content contributes to their vulnerabilities to surveillance. Their images are easily accessible which, as activist Danielle Blunt and her coauthors explain, means that “[s]ex workers are disproportionately . . . used as test subjects for facial recognition databases.” It is easy to run commercial face recognition technology on videos or photographs of sex workers, and it is just as simple to scrape photos of sex workers and share them with law enforcement.

101. See id.
Indeed, using sex workers as face recognition test subjects may be the byproduct of anti-sex-trafficking work by a nonprofit called Thorn.108 Thorn provides limited details about the operation of its Spotlight tool, which law enforcement uses.109 But Kate Zen, a community organizer and cofounder of grassroots sex-worker coalition Red Canary Song, describes the Spotlight tool as taking “escort ads from various different advertising sites” and providing Thorn’s partners with copies of the advertisements.110 Thorn uses Amazon Rekognition, the company’s former face recognition tool, to identify individuals in the advertisements and work alongside law enforcement to track down hits.111 But Thorn’s approach to collecting advertisements may bundle ads trafficking children with ads for consensual, adult sex work.112 As a result, sex workers may be subject to criminal investigation or harassment by law enforcement.113

Even perfect accuracy and procedure cannot salvage the technology.114 The intractable power biases that animate face surveillance enables invasive privacy
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109. See id. The trademark application for the SPOTLIGHT mark describes the tool as “providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in human trafficking investigations; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for use in analyzing pattern data in online activity to detect criminal activity.” SPOTLIGHT, Registration No. 4783591.
112. Id. (“One way for law enforcement agents to catch traffickers and rescue kids would be to identify and investigate escort ads that seem to feature minors . . . .” (emphasis added)). Thorn has avoided discussing whether such bundling occurs, but the organization has not denied it. Taylor, supra note 110.
113. Police and other government officials have a history of abusing access to databases for misogynistic purposes. See, e.g., United States v. Rodriguez, 628 F.3d 1258, 1261–62 (11th Cir. 2010) (dealing with a Social Security Administration employee who used a department database to access ex-girlfriend’s personal information sixty-two times, a female ex-coworker’s child’s personal information twenty-two times, a female restaurant worker’s personal information twenty times, a female church study group colleague’s personal information sixty-five times, another female church study group colleague’s personal information forty-five times, as well as multiple other women from the church study group’s personal information totaling over eighty times, to variously stalk and alarm the targeted women); United States v. Vallee, 807 F.3d 508, 512 (2d Cir. 2015) (ruling on a police officer using department database to investigate women he fantasized about cannibalizing); Van Buren v. United States, 141 S. Ct. 1648 (2021) (handling a police sergeant taking $5,000 cash to use a state database to investigate whether woman was undercover officer).
114. As Ben Green and Salomé Viljoen explain, computer scientists should ask other questions about the social impacts of their code, including:

Who are the relevant social actors? What are their interests and relative amounts of power? Which people need to approve this algorithm? What are their goals? On whose use of the algorithmic system does success depend? What are their interests and capabilities? How might this algorithmic affect existing scientific, social, and political discourses or introduce new discourses?
intrusions by law enforcement. These inherent intrusions ensure the technology can never be just.

II. WHAT COULD PREVENT FACE SURVEILLANCE?

The demographic and deployment biases of face recognition technology are no secret. That is why legislators introduced the first piece of federal legislation regulating face recognition in February 2020.115 The proposed law acknowledged the technology’s demographic biases, stating that “[f]acial recognition has a history of being inaccurate, particularly for women, young people, African Americans, and other ethnic groups.”116 The proposed law also recognized the technology’s deployment biases, stating that “[f]acial recognition has been shown to disproportionately impact communities of color, activists, immigrants, and other groups that are already unjustly targeted.”117 Given the baked-in biases of face surveillance, the bill imposed a temporary moratorium on its use by federal law enforcement.118 However, congressional representatives failed to enact it as law. They likewise failed to pass bills introduced afterward, though a new version remains before Congress.119

Absent enactment of a federal law, other attempts at face surveillance accountability emerged. In response to the murder of George Floyd and calls to defund the police, IBM, Amazon, and Microsoft announced corporate moratoria pledging not to sell face recognition technology to law enforcement.120 And across the country, states and cities enacted legislative face recognition bans, moratoria, and regulations of their own.121 This part examines both paths and unpacks why the prosecutorial, practical, and political shifts necessary to realize them fall short as means of resisting face surveillance.

A. Encouraging Corporate Moratoria

The summer of 2020 saw renewed protests calling to protect Black lives, defund the police, and divest corporate development of surveillance tools for
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117. Id. § 2(2).

118. See id. § 4.


120. See infra Section II.A.

121. See infra Section II.B.
law enforcement. Within weeks of George Floyd’s murder, the biggest names in commercial face recognition—IBM, Amazon, and Microsoft—declared they would not sell their face surveillance technology to law enforcement. For all three, the announcement was unexpected, given the opportunities for profit created by selling the technology to police.

After scraping a million photographs to fuel its own face recognition algorithms, IBM was the first mover, sunsetting its general-purpose face recognition technology entirely and proclaiming:

IBM firmly opposes and will not condone uses of any technology, including facial recognition technology offered by other vendors, for mass surveillance, racial profiling, violations of basic human rights and freedoms . . . . [N]ow is the time to begin a national dialogue on whether and how facial recognition technology should be employed by domestic law enforcement agencies.

In the only statement among IBM, Microsoft, and Amazon that does not mention support for human rights, Amazon announced that it would be “implementing a one-year moratorium on police use of Amazon’s facial
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122. See, e.g., Amna A. Akbar, An Abolitionist Horizon for (Police) Reform, 108 CALIF. L. REV. 1781 (2020) (arguing that a structural critique on policing requires an abolitionist perspective); Matthew Clair & Amanda Woog, Courts and the Abolition Movement, 110 CALIF. L. REV. (forthcoming 2022) (arguing that criminal trial courts function as an unjust social institution and should be replaced with other institutions that do not inherently legitimate police, rely on jails and prisons, or themselves operate as tools of racial and economic oppression); Anthony O’Rourke, Rick Su & Guvera Binder, Disbanding Police Agencies, 121 COLUM. L. REV. 1327 (2021) (assessing the disbanding of police forces as a reform strategy from a democratic and institutionalist perspective).


127. Krishna, supra note 123. Perhaps the company learned its lesson from collaborating with Nazis during World War II. See EDWIN BLACK, IBM AND THE HOLOCAUST 7–17 (2001). But see Vincent, supra note 86 (developing an IBM tool to search surveillance footage by skin tone).
recognition technology” in hopes that one year “might give Congress enough time to implement appropriate rules.” Microsoft reiterated its decision not to sell face recognition technology to law enforcement “until we have a national law in place, grounded in human rights, that will govern this technology.”

A trio of corporate moratoria is a triumph for researchers and advocates who sounded the alarm about the dangers of supplying law enforcement with face recognition technology. But that victory is compromised by loopholes. Corporate moratoria are voluntary and, in some cases, temporary. There is no means of public recourse if one of these companies decides that the just choice fails to maximize shareholder value or advance leadership agendas. Nothing in the moratoria prevents the selling of face recognition technology to entities that collaborate with law enforcement. It is unclear from the moratoria whether these companies are also refusing to work with government agencies like ICE or the U.S. Department of Defense. But crucially, law enforcement was never these companies’ biggest customer—and these companies were never police departments’ biggest suppliers. IBM, Amazon, and Microsoft sell consumer-facing products and have an interest in maintaining their public reputations, a concern not shared by many other vendors in the space whose customer base is law enforcement. DataWorks Plus, the company behind the flawed face recognition algorithm that misidentified Williams, did not announce a moratorium. Neither did many of the larger companies, like NEC, nor the smaller, largely unknown companies—like LACRIS, Rank One, Cognitec, and Ayonix Corporation—that supply law enforcement with face recognition technology.

128. Amazon Staff, supra note 124.
129. However, the company contracted to sell other surveillance services to law enforcement. See Michael Kwet, The Microsoft Police State: Surveillance, Facial Recognition, and the Azure Cloud, INTERCEPT (July 14, 2020, 3:42 PM), https://theintercept.com/2020/07/14/microsoft-police-state-mass-surveillance-facial-recognition/ [https://perma.cc/Q7DT-KVCR].
130. Greene, supra note 125.
133. Amazon expressly mentioned continuing to allow Thorn, which works closely with law enforcement, to use Amazon Rekognition. See Amazon Staff, supra note 124.
135. Council, supra note 7; Kevin Rector & Richard Winton, Despite Past Denials, LAPD Has Used Facial Recognition Software 30,000 Times in the Last Decade, Records Show, L.A. TIMES (Sept. 21,
recognition supply chain, they left the least accountable companies in control of developing face surveillance for law enforcement.

Corporate moratoria on face surveillance still bear a final flaw. Despite acknowledging the harms of pervasive and persistent surveillance, none of these companies committed to cease doing business with police departments. To the contrary, the limited scope of these moratoria mean that IBM, Amazon, and Microsoft can continue supplying other surveillance technologies, such as predictive policing tools,136 smart doorbells,137 and cloud computing capabilities138 to police departments across the country.139 As a practical matter, these companies helped normalize face surveillance and continue working in partnership with police departments—they cannot be trusted to dismantle a system they helped develop.

B. Enacting Local Legislative Oversight

World-renowned corporations are not the only ones creating face surveillance technology—and relying on moratoria is not the only means of recourse. Months after the revelation that Clearview AI amassed a database of scraped photographs to fuel its face surveillance technology, the American Civil Liberties Union (“ACLU”) jumped into action, suing the company under an increasingly invoked Illinois law called the Biometric Information Privacy Act.


138. See Kvet, supra note 129. Drones and robotic devices are also on the menu. Id.

BIPA makes it illegal for any private entity to “collect, capture, purchase, receive through trade, or otherwise obtain a person’s . . . biometric identifier or biometric information, unless it first” informs the subject and “receives a written release executed by the subject of the biometric identifier or biometric information.” As the ACLU alleged in its complaint, Clearview AI did neither—the company failed to inform millions of people before scraping their photographs, and it certainly did not receive written consent. The law proved powerful in the past, forcing Facebook into a $650 million settlement over its own flawed face recognition ambitions. Indeed, Woodrow Hartzog suggests that BIPA is potentially the most important biometric privacy law in the United States. But there is a significant problem with BIPA as a means of tackling face surveillance: it only protects residents of Illinois.
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141. Biometric Information Privacy Act, 2008 Ill. Laws 3693, 3695 (codified at 740 ILL. COMP. STAT. ANN. 14/15(b)(3) (2022)). In 2008, the Illinois legislature enacted the law after Pay By Touch, a biometrics company that provided retailers across Illinois with fingerprint scanners, filed for bankruptcy and opened up the possibility that biometric information could be sold or shared through bankruptcy proceedings. See Charles N. Insler, Understanding the Biometric Privacy Act Litigation Explosion, 106 ILL. BAR J. 34, 35 (2018); see also 2008 Ill. Laws at 3693 (“The public welfare, security, and safety will be served by regulating the collection, use, safeguarding, handling, storage, retention, and destruction of biometric identifiers and information.”).
Illinois is not alone in its regulation of face recognition technology.\(^{146}\) Absent federal legislation, some states, like Oregon, New Hampshire, and California, prohibit use of face recognition in body-worn cameras.\(^{147}\) Others, like Washington and Massachusetts, regulate its use by law enforcement.\(^{148}\) New York paused the use of face recognition technology in schools through recent legislation.\(^{149}\) And in 2020, Vermont became the first state, now joined by Maine and Virginia, to ban the use of face recognition technology by law enforcement.\(^{150}\) In total, only ten states have taken action against face surveillance.\(^{152}\) On the other hand, far more than ten cities have pursued legislation, sometimes in direct response to police misuse.

Take San Francisco, for example. The city’s police department said that it did not currently use face recognition but admitted to testing the technology on mugshots from 2013 to 2017.\(^{152}\) To prevent the revival of those tests, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors overwhelmingly voted to ban law enforcement
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146. Texas and Washington also have biometric privacy laws, which are less litigated—unlike Illinois’s BIPA, neither includes a private cause of action. See TEX. BUS. & COM. CODE ANN. § 503.001 (Westlaw through the end of the 2021 Reg. and Called Sesss. of the 87th Leg.); see also WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 19.375.020 (Westlaw with effective legislation through chapter 185 of the 2022 Reg. Sess. of the Wash. Leg.).


151. Illinois, Oregon, New Hampshire, California, Washington, Massachusetts, New York, Vermont, Maine, and Virginia. See supra text accompanying notes 146–50. As shown through this list, not a single state in the Southwest has banned face surveillance. See supra text accompanying notes 146–50.

and other agencies from using face recognition technology.\footnote{153} The following month, Somerville, Massachusetts, became the first East Coast city to ban government use of face recognition technology.\footnote{154} Kade Crockford, director of the Technology for Liberty Project at the ACLU of Massachusetts, commented that Somerville was “joining a nationwide movement to bring the technology under democratic control.”\footnote{155} In some ways, they are right: more than a dozen cities enacted bans, moratoria, or regulations of face recognition technology in the last several years.\footnote{156} Many more have adopted community control over police surveillance (“CCOPS”) regulations—which, in part, create oversight mechanisms prior to law enforcement acquisition of invasive surveillance technologies—that may have the effect of regulating face surveillance.\footnote{157} But these statutes do not always accomplish what the public expects.

Several cities’ statutory language suffers from the same shortcomings as corporate moratoria: loopholes. Some laws—such as those in Pittsburgh, Boston, Alameda, Madison, Northampton, and East Hampton—permit police to continue relying on face recognition technology indirectly through state and federal agencies, private companies, and even other police departments.\footnote{158} Other laws do not preclude government agencies, such as airport and seaport agents, from using face recognition technology.\footnote{159} Law enforcement simply flouts some laws. Despite explicit bans, the San Francisco Police Department used a match from another government agency to investigate a gun-related...
crime last year;\textsuperscript{160} and the Pittsburgh Police Department continued using Clearview AI during Black Lives Matter protests.\textsuperscript{161}

Further, stricter face recognition regulations remain unevenly distributed. Most jurisdictions, including the entire Southwest region, have no laws regulating the use of face surveillance technology by law enforcement. Detroit, where law enforcement misidentified Williams and Oliver, responded to pressure from activist Tawana Petty and other advocates by enacting guidelines limiting police use of face recognition technology to investigate violent crimes and home invasions.\textsuperscript{162} Despite the poor performance of Datawork Plus’s face recognition technology, the city recently voted to extend its contract with the company.\textsuperscript{163} Two cities, Miami and Washington, D.C., admitted to surveilling Black Lives Matter protesters with face recognition technology, and neither city responded by enacting laws governing the use of the technology.\textsuperscript{164} States and cities must continue legislating the oversight of face surveillance, but relying on localities leaves the technology to thrive where there is less political investment in protecting people’s privacy—perhaps even where police desire less of it. When we are all subject to face surveillance, we all need protection.


\textsuperscript{162} See DETROIT POLICE DEPT\textsc{'}S MANUAL DIRECTIVE 307.5 (Sept. 12, 2019), https://detroitmi.gov/sites/detroitmi.localhost/files/2019-09/Revised%20facial%20recognition%20directive%20transmitted%20to%20Board%20%20-12-19-2019.pdf [https://perma.cc/2693-FXB4]; \textit{Thank You, Tawana!, DETROIT CMTY. TECH. PROJECT}, https://detroitcommunitytech.org/?q=content/thank-you-tawana [https://perma.cc/SQY9-S7LG]. Williams and Oliver were wrongfully accused of larceny, which falls into neither category. Hill, \textit{Wrongfully Accused, supra note 1} (discussing Williams’ charges); Anderson, supra note 53 (discussing Oliver’s charges); see also \textit{Susan Crawford, Facial Recognition Laws Are (Literally) All Over the Map, WIRED} (Dec. 16, 2019, 8:00 AM), https://www.wired.com/story/facial-recognition-laws-are-literally-all-over-the-map/ [https://perma.cc/9YR4-DV5Y (dark archive)] (discussing limited adoption of local laws prohibiting face recognition by law enforcement).


III. INVOKING COPYRIGHT AND ENVISIONING AN (UN)FAIR USE ANALYSIS

Protection from face surveillance may come in an unusual form: copyright law. Thanks to Oscar Wilde, copyright law protects photographs. In 1882, a photographer named Napoleon Sarony created an image of the dapper author leaning his head on his hand, apparently deep in thought. The Burrow-Giles Lithographic Company began making and selling copied lithographs of the photograph; Sarony sued. The Supreme Court found itself weighing whether photographs were merely mechanical reproductions or works of authorship, such as “writing, printing, engraving, etching, [etc.],” protected by copyright law. The Supreme Court affirmed the lower court’s conclusion that:

[Sarony] pos[ed] the said Oscar Wilde in front of the camera, selecting and arranging the costume, draperies, and other various accessories in said photograph, arranging the subject so as to present graceful outlines, arranging and disposing the light and shade, suggesting and evoking the desired expression, and from such disposition, arrangement, or representation, made entirely by plaintiff, he produced the picture in suit.

In unanimously concurring with the lower court, the Supreme Court determined that the photograph was “an original work of art” with an “author” and of “a class of inventions for which the Constitution intended that Congress should secure” copyright. One cannot own a copyright in one’s physical features, such as a nose or mouth—the “facts” of one’s face—but copyright law continues to protect rights in photographs that depict those physical features, including the exclusive rights to create or reproduce copies of those photos.

While facts are not protected by copyright, face surveillance generally peddles protectable photographs. Different face surveillance companies take different approaches to developing their datasets and algorithms. Some use third-party datasets. Others use secretive, proprietary datasets of their own.

166. Id. at 58.
167. Id. at 60.
168. Id.
And still others rely on customers to upload photographs as matching datasets. But we do know how at least one company operates. And because we know the most about it, it is used as an example through this part.

Clearview AI scraped photographs—including those used as profile pictures—from sites like Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn, Venmo, Twitter, and many others, creating copies along the way. That is what journalist Thomas Smith discovered when he requested his file from Clearview AI. He submitted a candid photograph of himself making latkes. In return, Clearview AI provided his “Face Search Results,” which reproduced nine other images that the company identified as Smith. The face search results included an “[image index]” with links to the photographs’ source sites. Smith’s file reveals that the company makes, stores, and reproduces copies of the photographs it scrapes. Each copy is intrusive. Each copy is unauthorized. And each copy is infringing. Which is why Tim Wu proclaimed that the company “should be the target of a . . . copyright lawsuit.”

171. It is likely that some of these companies would attempt to shield their datasets behind trade secrecy in litigation.
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. Id. This is consistent with journalist Anna Merlan’s experience obtaining her own Clearview AI file. Anna Merlan, Here’s the File Clearview AI Has Been Keeping on Me, and Probably on You Too, VICE (Feb. 28, 2020, 3:17 PM), https://www.vice.com/en/article/5dmkyq/heres-the-file-clearview-ai-has-been-keeping-on-me-and-probably-on-you-too [https://perma.cc/ZZJ1-7KUS]. DataWorks Plus structures its search results similarly. Face Plus, DATAWORKS PLUS, https://www.dataworkspuls.com/faceplus.html [https://perma.cc/WZ4X-2QUD] (“If there is a possible match, you can choose to view all linked images for a particular gallery image. This will display all linked images for that individual that are currently in your agency’s database. This may provide you with images that are easier to match against your probe image.”).
177. Just because a photograph is public does not mean its appropriation is not intrusive. See generally Helen Nissenbaum, Privacy as Contextual Integrity, 79 WASH. L. REV. 119 (2004) (explaining how disclosure of information in one context ought to conserve privacy from disclosure in other contexts).
In the past, researchers and companies seemed sensitive to how copyright law governs the photographs used to train face recognition algorithms. Raji and Genevieve Fried documented how developers of early face recognition datasets actually “pal[i]d considerable attention to issues of copyright and the protection of image ownership rights in distribution practices” and avoided legal issues by creating photographs of subjects who consented to, and were occasionally compensated for, participation.\(^{180}\) Facebook and other companies have used their business models as a means to license selfies and other sources of training data for proprietary AI systems.\(^{181}\) The Pilot Parliaments Benchmarks dataset curated by Buolamwini and Gebru avoids copyright by using only public domain images.\(^{182}\) And Microsoft and IBM scraped photographs from Flickr designated with Creative Commons licenses— to which Creative Commons responded that “copyright is not a good tool to protect individual privacy, to address research ethics in AI development, or to regulate the use of surveillance tools employed online.”\(^{183}\) True enough. But even if copyright is not a good tool, there are several reasons it may still be the one to get the job done for now.

One common defense of scraping does not shield against copyright infringement: the First Amendment. In its motion to dismiss the ACLU’s BIPA lawsuit, Clearview AI cited the Supreme Court’s observation that “[t]he ‘creation and dissemination of information are speech within the meaning of the First Amendment’” to support its claim that scraping photographs to fuel face surveillance constitutes protected First Amendment speech.\(^{184}\) But as Julie
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81. Levendowski, Copyright Law, supra note 19, at 606–07 (describing AI’s “build-it model”).

82. Buolamwini & Gebru, supra note 19, at 79.


Cohen wryly notes, “to be a copyright lawyer is always in some sense to be a First Amendment lawyer.” Copyright infringement is not protected by the First Amendment—and indeed, the Supreme Court sees no conflict between the First Amendment and copyright law. The Court has specifically observed that “copyright law contains built-in First Amendment accommodations” that “strike[] a definitional balance between the First Amendment and copyright law by permitting free communication of facts while still protecting an author’s expression.”

Not only do the First Amendment and copyright laws coexist, but copyright can also serve as a significant deterrent to face surveillance. Copyright law provides hefty statutory damages to the tune of $150,000 per instance of willful infringement. Clearview AI alone sits on a system backed by copies of billions of photographs, and that number likely grows each day. And unlike many biometric and face surveillance statutes, copyright does not rely on action by state attorneys general. As Woodrow Hartzog has concluded, “only private causes of action seem capable of meaningfully deterring companies from engaging in practices with biometrics based on business models that inevitably lead to unacceptable abuses.”

Despite the alarming biases discussed in Part I, some scholars remain skeptical of using copyright to protect privacy. After all, the constitutional
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189. 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2). These damages are limited to infringement that takes place after the work is registered with the Copyright Office, however. Id. § 412.
194. See, e.g., Pierre N. Leval, Toward a Fair Use Standard, 103 HARV. L. REV. 1105, 1129 (1990) (“The occasional attempt to read protection of privacy into the copyright is also mistaken.”); Rebecca Tushnet, How Many Wrongs Make a Copyright?, 98 MINN. L. REV. 2346, 2348 (2014) (reviewing Derek E. Bambauer, Exposed, 98 MINN. L. REV. 2025 (2014), and rejecting the suggestion that copyright should be used to protect the privacy of nonconsensual pornography victims); Fromer, supra note 24, at 580 (referring to protection of privacy as an “ill-fitting motivation[ ]” for asserting copyright); M.
purpose of copyright is to “promote the progress of science and useful arts,” not to save society from invasive face surveillance. But the deep, damaging, and damming biases embedded in face surveillance technology suggests that it does not promote progress at all—and that copyright law is poised to prevent its attack on privacy.

Other scholars concur. Shyamkrishna Balganesh has observed that copyright is fully capable of not only addressing economic harms but also ones that “emerge[] instead from the mere dissemination or use of the protected work without the creator’s authorization, regardless of the objective utility or value of such actions.” And copyright is no stranger to privacy. In 1890, Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis analogized privacy protection to copyright law in their famed article, The Right to Privacy, by illustrating the ways in which

Margaret McKeown, Censorship in the Guise of Authorship: Harmonizing Copyright and the First Amendment, 15 CHI.-KENT J. INTELL. PROP. 1, 8–9 (2016) (“Copyright is not the answer to your privacy prayers.”); Edward Lee, Suspect Assertions of Copyright, 15 CHI.-KENT J. INTELL. PROP. 379, 385 (2016) (“If a work has already been published with the author’s authorization, then the author has effectively renounced her First Amendment right not to speak and whatever privacy interest in the work copyright protects through the right of first publication is lost.”); Christopher Buccafusco & David Fagundes, The Moral Psychology of Copyright Infringement, 100 MINN. L. REV. 2433, 2487–88 (2016) (outlining the adoption of an “incentive-relevant harm” standard, while acknowledging the interpretative challenge for judges); Eric Goldman & Jessica Silbey, Copyright’s Memory Hole, 2019 BYU L. REV. 929, 996 (“Despite the legitimate and sometimes profound harms experienced by some privacy victims, copyright law should not be manipulated to fix privacy law’s problems.”); Sobel, supra note 170, at 170 (“Copyright is an economic right, not a privacy protection.”).

195. The idea that contemporary copyright remains beholden to the Progress Clause is unmoored from reality. See generally U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl. 2 (the Progress Clause); Eldred v. Ashcroft, 537 U.S. 186 (2003) (upholding copyright term extension absent any supporting empirical evidence justifying an extension).

196. Jon O. Newman, Copyright Law and the Protection of Privacy, 12 COLUM.-VLA J.L. & ARTS 459, 463, 479 (1988) (“There is a strong indication in the early cases that while the right being articulated was one of property, the interest being protected was one of privacy. . . . In shaping the contours of copyright law, we should acknowledge the privacy interest not just for the great writers but for each one of us.”); Bambauer, supra note 194, at 2058 (recommending amending copyright law to grant subjects of nonconsensual pornography authorship rights); Amanda Levendowski, Using Copyright To Combat Revenge Porn, 3 N.Y.U. J. INTELL. PROP. & ENT. L. 422, 442–43 (2014) [hereinafter Levendowski, Using Copyright To Combat Revenge Porn] (suggesting using the Digital Millennium Copyright Act to remove nonconsensual pornography from the internet); Margaret Chon, Copyright’s Other Functions, 15 CHI.-KENT J. INTELL. PROP. 364, 366 (2016) (“Privacy and other functions of copyright should not be categorically excluded as beyond the legitimate purview of copyright’s concerns, and copyright will not be stretched beyond its breaking point by incorporating them.”); Andrew Gilden, Sex, Death, and Intellectual Property, 32 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 67, 68 (2018) (“IP is doing work that it was not intended to do. And this is okay.”); Shyamkrishna Balganesh, Privative Copyright, 73 VAND. L. REV. 1, 37–59 (2020) (tracing the longstanding history of using copyright law to protect privacy); Smith, Weaponizing Copyright, supra note 31, at 64 (“[T]here are strong arguments to allow copyright to not only protect economic interests in copyrighted works, but also allow it to be weaponized in limited circumstances to protect privacy.”).

copyright distinguished publicly permissible from disallowable disclosures. Nearly a century later, the Supreme Court acknowledged that “common-law copyright was often enlisted in the service of personal privacy.” Today, victims of nonconsensual pornography effectively use copyright law to remove their images from the internet and seek remedies from infringers. As Madhavi Sunder puts it, “the fact that intellectual property law might be established for instrumental reasons does not mean that other purposes should not be considered . . . .” So why has there not been an avalanche of copyright infringement lawsuits against Clearview AI and companies like it? Fair use.

Beginning with fair use may feel like dropping into the middle of a copyright infringement lawsuit—there are certainly other hurdles before a court reaches fair use. A potential plaintiff, who may be the photographer rather than the subject of the image (or in the case of selfies, both), must register their work with the Copyright Office. That plaintiff, along with their attorneys, must decide whether to proceed individually or as part of a class action. Even if several plaintiffs proceed individually, their lawsuits may be consolidated and transferred for coordinated pretrial proceedings through opaque multidistrict litigation. If plaintiffs proceed through a class action, they must wait to see whether their class is certified. But as the Supreme Court recently confirmed in *Google v. Oracle*, fair use is a mixed question of fact and law that “primarily
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198.  Samuel D. Warren & Louis D. Brandeis, *The Right to Privacy*, 4 Harv. L. Rev. 193, 199–205 (1890). Warren and Brandeis pointed to letters, contents of a diary, and a series of paintings or etchings to illustrate how the flexible rules of copyright law might allow some uses (descriptions of the works) while disallowing others (verbatim reproduction of them). *Id.* at 201.


200.  Levenfors, *Using Copyright To Combat Revenge Porn*, supra note 196, at 442–45 (detailing how to use the Digital Millennium Copyright Act to remove nonconsensual pornography and explaining that such infringement may be litigable with sizeable statutory damages); Online Removal Guide, Cyber C.R. Initiative, https://www.cybergivilrights.org/online-removal/ [https://perma.cc/Y39E-LTGC] (explaining that victims of nonconsensual pornography may be able to rely on copyright); Hauser, *supra* note 27 (describing copyright infringement judgment with sizable statutory damages).


204.  28 U.S.C. § 1407(a) (“When civil actions involving one or more common questions of fact are pending in different districts, such actions may be transferred to any district for coordinated or consolidated pretrial proceedings.”). Proceedings may be transferred by the judicial panel on multidistrict litigation or a party’s motion. *Id.* § 1407(c). For an illuminating discussion of how the mechanics of multidistrict consolidation and class-action certification operate in information privacy litigation, see Julie E. Cohen, *Information Privacy Litigation as a Bellwether for Institutional Change*, 66 DePaul L. Rev. 535, 567–70 (2017).


involves legal work," making it litigable at the motion-to-dismiss stage, which may precede multidistrict consolidation or overlap with class certification.\textsuperscript{207}

Addressing the question of fair use is crucial because making fair use of a copyrighted work is "not an infringement of copyright"\textsuperscript{208—it is also a key reason behind the Court’s finding that copyright law contains "built-in First Amendment accommodations."\textsuperscript{209} In 1841, a judicial decision about George Washington’s correspondence gave us fair use.\textsuperscript{210} An author copied 353 pages of an earlier book incorporating Washington’s letters, “private and official,” into his own tome.\textsuperscript{211} Justice Story determined that copying the pages was an act of "piracy" and announced a test for evaluating whether a copier’s use was fair by “look[ing] to the nature and objects of the selections made, the quantity and value of the materials used, and the degree in which the use may prejudice the sale, or diminish the profits, or supersede the objects, of the original work."\textsuperscript{212} More than a century later, the Copyright Act of 1976 resulted in the codification of fair use.\textsuperscript{213}

Fair use calls on courts to assess four factors:

1. The purpose and character of the use . . . ;
2. The nature of the copyrighted work;
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{214}

As the Supreme Court recently observed in Google, “we have understood the provision to set forth general principles, the application of which requires judicial balancing, depending upon relevant circumstances, including

\textsuperscript{207} Id. at 1199–200. Timing for consolidation and certification are not statutorily defined. See \textsuperscript{208} § 1407(a) (“Such transfers shall be made by the judicial panel on multidistrict litigation authorized by this section upon its determination that transfers for such proceedings will be for the convenience of parties and witnesses and will promote the just and efficient conduct of such actions.”); FED. R. CIV. P. 23(c)(1)(A) (“At an early practicable time after a person sues or is sued as a class representative, the court must determine by order whether to certify the action as a class action.”).
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‘significant changes in technology.’ In that case, Oracle sued Google for copying a portion of the Sun Java application programming interface (‘API’), which allows programmers to call up prewritten software that carries out specific tasks. Google copied thirty-seven packages of Oracle’s declaring code—copying that helped create the ubiquitous Android platform. In its first decision to address fair use since 2 Live Crew was a chart-topper, the Court applied the four fair use factors to determine whether Google’s use promoted ‘creative progress’ that is the basic constitutional objective of copyright itself,” ultimately holding that Google’s copying was fair use.

As I have written in previous work, ML will challenge and potentially redefine fair use—many uses of copyrighted works to train AI systems, from algorithms that recognize images of cats to those that autocomplete emails, likely constitute fair use. However, the underlying rationales justifying fair use in those instances may not hold in at least one sliver of the overall ecosystem: using profile pictures for face surveillance.

Put another way, not all uses of copyrighted works as AI training data will be fair use. This complexity is rooted in fair use’s flexibility. While fair use is flexible, empirical and qualitative work by Pamela Samuelson, Matthew Sag, and Barton Beebe demonstrates that fair use can also be surprisingly predictable. This part uses Google v. Oracle, alongside other key fair use cases, to assess each fair use factor as it applies to copying and reproducing profile pictures. Section III.A begins by establishing that some face surveillance companies copy photographs to fuel face surveillance algorithms for the same purpose as users who choose the photos as profile pictures: particularized identification. But even without a new purpose, such a use may still be
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somewhat transformative, favoring face surveillance companies. Sections III.B and III.C then observe that the nature of the work is creative and that the use features the photographs' faces—the “heart” of profile pictures, creating unfavorable outcomes for these companies under the middle two factors. Finally, Section III.D explains how using these photographs harms the unique licensing market for profile pictures, possibly foreclosing a favorable outcome under the final factor. Face surveillance can never be just, and it likely cannot be fair use either.

A. Purpose, Transformation, and Character

The first fair use factor explores “the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes.” As the Supreme Court recently explained, courts “consider[] whether the copier’s use ‘adds something new, with a further purpose or different character, altering the copyrighted work ‘with new expression, meaning[,] or message.’” As a shorthand for this inquiry, courts ask whether the new work is “transformative.” A copier’s work is transformative when it is “productive and . . . employ[s] the quoted matter in a different manner or for a different purpose from the original. A quotation of copyrighted material that merely repackages or republishes the original is unlikely to pass the test . . . .” Or as Justice Story framed it, “[t]he central purpose of this investigation is to see . . . whether the new work merely ‘supersede[s] the objects’ of the original creation.”

1. Purpose

Purpose is a straightforward factor when two works “at least at a high level of generality, share the same overarching purpose.” This seems to be the case with face surveillance. Social media users, journalists, and coders, among many other web users, share photographs of their own faces to identify themselves and match those photos to their offline identities. Empirical work by Scott Counts and Kristin Stecher reveals that profile pictures are “particularly
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228. Campbell, 510 U.S. at 579 (quoting Folsom v. Marsh, 9 F. Cas. 342, 348 (C.C.D. Mass. 1841) (No. 4901)).
important for conveying online identity.”

The purpose of every social media photograph may not overlap with face surveillance, but the purpose of profile pictures and face surveillance is the same: particularized identification. Clearview AI, for example, characterizes the purpose of its face recognition technology as “identification and matching of facial image data to stored facial image and personal information data.” Social media users may be unlikely to consider law enforcement when choosing photographs of their faces for profile pictures, but the purpose remains that users are identifying themselves as themselves to friends, followers, and even police who view their profiles.

But shared purpose is insufficient to subvert fair use. In Google, Google copied portions of the Sun Java API “in part for the same reason that Sun created those portions.” As the Court noted, limiting fair use to wholly different purposes would “severely limit the scope of fair use.” Notably, Clearview AI claims a different, transformative purpose, as discussed below.

2. Transformativeness

Even if Clearview AI and companies like it use profile pictures, even in part, for the shared purpose of particularized identification, Google allows their use if it is transformative. The company pitched itself as a “search engine . . . providing for highly accurate facial recognition.” Its lawyer claims that the service “operates in much the same way as Google’s search engine.” And it is likely that other face surveillance companies believe the same. But search engine and private subscription service cases complicate where face surveillance companies fall on the spectrum of transformativeness.

In Kelly v. Arriba Soft, Leslie Kelly, a professional photographer, sued an early search engine for “copying [his] images from other websites.” The
search engine proceeded to present Kelly’s photographs as low-resolution thumbnails that “used in-line linking to display ... a link to the original web site.”240 The Ninth Circuit explained that a “search engine functions as a tool to help index and improve access to images on the internet and their related web sites.”241 In that sense, the thumbnails of Kelly’s images “do not supplant the need for the originals. In addition, they benefit the public by enhancing information-gathering techniques on the Internet.”242 Four years later, the Ninth Circuit revisited the transformativeness of search engines in Perfect 10 v. Amazon.243 Perfect 10 sold subscriptions to access photographs of nude models.244 The company also targeted Google’s Image Search, which returned thumbnail images of Perfect 10 photographs, sometimes from infringing websites, along with “HTML instructions [that] also give the user’s browser the address of the website publisher’s computer that stores the full-size version of the thumbnail.”245 Judge Ikuta, writing for a unanimous panel, concluded that images could serve “an entertainment, aesthetic, or information function, [but] a search engine transforms the image into a pointer directing a user to a source of information.”246 The district court had acknowledged the “truism that search engines such as Google Image Search provide great value to the public.”247 Judge Ikuta agreed, finding that “the significantly transformative nature of Google’s search engine, particularly in light of its public benefit” weighed for a favorable finding under the first factor.248

Both the Arriba Soft and Google search engines shared two key characteristics: publicly transforming images into pointers to the original source and serving a public benefit by organizing content for all internet users. As Smith detailed in reporting on his own Clearview AI face search results, the company includes links to the sources of each photograph at the bottom of the results, but those pointers are only available to law enforcement subscribers.249 Directing users back to the source seems to be a necessary feature of search engines but perhaps not enough to automatically qualify as one.

Unsuccessful “search engines” instead take the form of private subscription services. In Associated Press v. Meltwater U.S. Holdings, Inc.,250 a subscription news monitoring service called Meltwater launched a business
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model around “scrap[ing]’ an article from an online news source, index[ing] the article, and deliver[ing] verbatim excerpts of the article to its customers in response to search queries.”

Like Clearview AI, the company called itself an “Internet search engine,” arguing that it “provid[ed] limited amounts of copyrighted material to its subscribers in response to their queries and thereby pointing its subscribers to a source of information online.”

To support its claim, Meltwater noted that its digests generally included “a hyperlink to the URL for the website from which the article was indexed.” However, writing for the Southern District of New York, Judge Cote found that including links does not automatically render a search engine’s use of copyrighted works transformative: “Instead of driving subscribers to third-party websites, Meltwater News acts as a substitute for news sites,” Judge Cote observed.

The same may be true of Clearview AI and companies like it. But even if Clearview AI funnels customers back to other websites, it remains unlikely that the company fulfills that second search engine feature: serving a clear public benefit.

Unlike public search engines like Arriba Soft and Google, services like Clearview AI are pricey subscription services that are often available exclusively to law enforcement. Indeed, Judge Cote distinguished Meltwater from a search engine by noting that the company was “an expensive subscription service” rather than “a publicly available tool to improve access to content across the Internet.”

Some may say that streamlining law enforcement investigations serves one kind of public benefit, though the contention remains hotly contested.

Under its analysis of market effects in Google, the Supreme Court questioned what might constitute a “public benefit.” The Court asked whether “those benefits, for example, [are] related to copyright’s concern for creative production of new expression?”

Not surprisingly, the Court asked a version
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of this question when assessing the first factor by querying whether copying was consistent with “creative ‘progress.’”258 Here, as in Google, Clearview AI “seeks to create new products.”259 From the company’s perspective, it “expand[s] the use and usefulness” of profile pictures.260 Its “new product” offers law enforcement a “highly creative and innovative tool” for surveillance.261 However, creative progress is supposed to be linked with the “basic constitutional objective of copyright itself,” leaving open an argument that using profile pictures to fuel face surveillance fails to promote the constitutional purpose of progress of science and useful arts.262

Thus, it remains far from clear whether face surveillance services provide for the “public good.” While not a factor to be considered in and of itself, whether a use serves the public good or benefit plays a role in courts’ analysis of the first factor, including transformativeness. Face surveillance technology has certainly been used to solve crimes.263 It has also been deployed to surveil marginalized people and wrongfully imprison multiple people based on demographic and deployment biases—and those are just the injustices that have been made public.264 Creating massive searchable databases of millions of faces collected without consent, maintained without regulation, and sold without oversight to law enforcement strikes differently than presenting thumbnail photos or snippets from books. Face surveillance is contentious and controversial, certainly far from an unqualified public good.265

Setting aside whether face surveillance serves a public benefit or public good, it cannot be argued that face surveillance companies provide a “publicly available tool” in the manner of Arriba Soft and Google’s search engines. Instead, face surveillance companies feel like an apt target of Judge Cote’s conclusion that “using the mechanics of search engines to scrape material from the Internet and provide it to consumers in response to their search requests does not immunize a defendant from the standards of conduct imposed by law
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through the Copyright Act. \textsuperscript{266} This may tilt against face surveillance companies as they exist presently, but it perversely means that a company that makes its tool available publicly—with all the use and abuse that entails—may be on more solid ground.

Clearview AI also boasts about enabling “quicker identifications and apprehensions.”\textsuperscript{267} Its argument tracks the Second Circuit observations in Fox News v. TVEyes\textsuperscript{268} that “a secondary use may be a fair use if it utilizes technology to achieve the transformative purpose of improving the efficiency of delivering content without unreasonably encroaching on the commercial entitlements of the rights holder.” \textsuperscript{269} In that case, a company called TVEyes copied “essentially all television broadcasts as they happen, drawing from more than 1,400 channels, recording twenty-four hours a day, every day,” along with the accompanying closed-captioning, and offered $500 monthly subscriptions to clients.\textsuperscript{270} Judge Jacobs, writing for a unanimous panel, announced the court’s conclusion that the service was not justifiable as a fair use. As to the first factor, TVEyes’s Watch function [wa]s at least somewhat transformative in that it render[ed] convenient and efficient access to a subset of content; however, because the function d[id] little if anything to change the content itself or the purpose for which the content [wa]s used, its transformative character [wa]s modest at best.\textsuperscript{271}

Face surveillance companies arguably make even less transformative uses than TVEyes, which “enable[d] nearly instant access to a subset of material . . . that would otherwise be irretrievable, or else retrievable only through prohibitively inconvenient or inefficient means.”\textsuperscript{272} While it is less convenient, law enforcement regularly and successfully uses social media to aid investigations without the help of face surveillance subscription services.

As Rachel Levinson-Waldman explains, “Perhaps the simplest way of learning more about a target or group of individuals online is to follow them on public social media platforms . . . [This] easy availability of detailed information about individuals’ activities has turned social media into a wellspring of information for law enforcement.”\textsuperscript{273} And aside from face
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recognition technology, the FBI and U.S. Capitol Police used photographs on social media to identify, investigate, and charge suspects involved in the Capitol Riot on January 6, 2021.274 ICE uses social media to identify, arrest, and deport undocumented immigrants.275 Many other agencies rely on social media in their investigations.276 Law enforcement has no problem using social media photographs to identify targets—face surveillance companies merely make accessing social media profile photos easier. The business model is nothing more than “aggregated content already available to the individual user who was willing to perform enough searches and cull enough results on the Internet.”277 Rather than providing a “database of otherwise unavailable content,” as TVEyes did, Clearview AI and companies like it, “simply ‘crawl[]’ the Internet, gathering extant content.”278 Judge Cote summed it up in Meltwater: “[U]se of an algorithm to crawl over and scrape content from the Internet is surely not enough to qualify as a search engine engaged in transformative work.”279

While being a private subscription service tends to weigh against transformativeness, it is not dispositive. In A.V. ex rel Vanderhye v. iParadigms, LLC,280 the company Turnitin developed plagiarism detection software that used high school and college students’ copyrighted works as training data for identifying lifted passages.281 There, the Fourth Circuit determined that the software was “transformative,” despite being a subscription service to schools...
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and universities, “[because] iParadigms’ use of these works was completely unrelated to expressive content and was instead aimed at detecting and discouraging plagiarism.” Unlike Turnitin and many other applications of ML, however, face surveillance is expressly related to the expressive content of profile pictures: the images primarily communicate that the named user is the person in the photograph.

3. Character

That leaves the character of the use. In the past, this would make for a simple assessment: in 1985, the Supreme Court believed that “every commercial use of copyrighted material is presumptively an unfair exploitation of the monopoly privilege that belongs to the owner of the copyright.” That view has softened considerably. In Google, the Supreme Court clarified that commercial use “is not dispositive of the first factor,” particularly if the use is “inherently transformative.” Matthew Sag’s empirical work, however, reveals that “[c]ommercial use by the defendant makes a finding of fair use less likely.”

Face surveillance companies’ uses are indisputably commercial. In 2020, Clearview AI announced that it would end partnerships with private companies and contract exclusively with “law enforcement or some other federal, state, or local government department, office, or agency.” Despite losing the private portion of its business, Clearview AI contracts with more than six hundred law enforcement agencies, selling its services for tens of thousands of dollars—or more. As recently as August 2020, ICE signed a contract for $224,000.

Another case involving a searchable database of copyrighted works reveals that commerciality may be especially likely to weigh against a copier where there is no clear public benefit to the copying. In Authors Guild v. Google, Inc., the Second Circuit examined whether the Google Books search engine, which
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provides short, searchable “snippet” views of scanned books to any internet user, constituted fair use.291 Google, like face surveillance companies, “is a profit-motivated commercial corporation.”292 Writing for a unanimous court, Judge Leval explained that “[m]embers of the public who access the Google Books website can enter search words or terms of their own choice . . . . The search engine also makes possible new forms of research, known as ‘text mining’ and ‘data mining.’”293 As with other transformative search engines, like Arriba Soft and Google Images, Google Books not only provides a clear public benefit, but it also does so publicly.294

In her qualitative analysis of fair use cases, Pamela Samuelson determined that

copyright also promotes the public good when members of the public are able to use copyrighted materials in a way that allows them to make a range of reasonable uses that pose no meaningful likelihood of harm to the markets for protected works, and when developers of new technologies provide new opportunities for the public to make such reasonable uses.295

Face surveillance does no such thing. The public cannot access face surveillance databases or technologies, let alone do good with them. Researchers cannot use face surveillance technology to audit whether companies’ algorithms reflect or amplify demographic biases. Civil society cannot scrutinize whether law enforcement customers deploy the technology without bias. Scholars cannot examine whether there are more privacy-protective approaches to curating face recognition databases. The limitations go on and on. Simply put, the public cannot engage in any “new forms of research.”

When face surveillance services copy profile pictures and reproduce them in response to face search matches, it imbues those scraped photographs with no new expression, meaning or message. Those services share the same purpose with web users who adopt photographs of their faces as profile pictures: particularized identification. As Judge Cote concluded, commercial services may “perform an important function for their clients, [but] the public interest in the existence of such commercial enterprise does not outweigh the strong public interest in the enforcement of copyright laws.”296 However, Google and TVEyes suggest that face surveillance companies may nevertheless be somewhat transformative. This factor tilts slightly in favor of face surveillance companies.
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B. Creativity and Publication

The second fair use factor examines “the nature of the copyrighted work.” Courts examine two features of a work when assessing its nature. First, recognizing that “some works are closer to the core of intended copyright protection than others, with the consequence that fair use is more difficult to establish when the former works are copied,” courts “consider whether the protected writing is of the creative or instructive type that the copyright laws value and seek to foster.” Creative works garner greater protection against fair use than more factual ones. And second, courts consider whether the work has been published, which provides greater latitude for fair use over unpublished works. Until Google, the Supreme Court had little to say about the second factor, dedicating between one sentence and several paragraphs to its analysis in written opinions.

Since Burrow-Giles Lithographic Co. v. Sarony, courts have recognized that photographs are creative works protected by copyright law. The protection of photographs is codified in the Copyright Act. In cases involving copies of photographs, courts practically take for granted that photographs qualify as creative. The Ninth Circuit observed in Arriba Soft, for example, that Kelly’s photographs of the American West were “meant to be viewed by the public for informative and aesthetic purposes [and] are creative in nature.” Revisiting the issue with nude photographs, the court determined that “our decision in Kelly is directly on point. There we held that the photographer’s images were ‘creative in nature.’”

The calculus holds true in the Second Circuit as well. In Rogers v. Koons, the Second Circuit determined that Art Rogers’ photographic portraits of a
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couple holding puppies was “an original expression [that] has more in common with fiction than with works based on facts,” concluding that the photograph was “creative and imaginative.”

Years later, in *Cariou v. Prince*, the court reached the same conclusion about Patrick Cariou’s photographic portraits of Rastafarians with a single sentence: “[T]here is no dispute that Cariou’s work is creative.” Recently, the court reiterated that photographs are creative works in *Warhol v. Goldsmith*, agreeing with the district court that Lindsey Goldsmith’s photographic portrait of Prince is “creative.”

Courts rarely provide lengthy analyses backing their conclusions that photographs are creative, but photographs—particularly photographic portraits—are consistently found to be so. On the other hand, profile pictures may seem a far cry from a formal portrait of Oscar Wilde. However, as the Supreme Court observed more than a century ago: “It would be a dangerous undertaking for persons trained only to the law to constitute themselves the final judges of the worth of pictorial illustrations . . . . Their very novelty would make them repulsive until the public had learned the new language in which their author spoke.” At the time, the Court was discussing painted advertisements rather than profile pictures, but the idea of profile pictures is no longer new—profile pictures are ubiquitous across social media, as well as personal and professional websites. Photographic portraits adopted by website users as profile pictures, including selfies, often involve specialized lighting, camera positioning, and filtering—all creative qualities, and all weighing against face surveillance companies.

In determining the nature of the work, courts also examine whether a work has been published previously. Courts are more likely to find fair use if a work has been published by the author. As the Supreme Court has noted, “[T]he author’s right to control the first public appearance of [their] undisseminated expression will outweigh a claim of fair use.” Here, the photographs have already “appeared on the [internet]” before they were used by face surveillance companies. Even where photographs are published, however, courts find that the second factor disfavors copiers’ uses when the work is creative. As a result,
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the nature of the works—published, creative photographs—weighs slightly against face surveillance companies.

C. Amount and Substantiality

The third factor considers “the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole.” In Google, the Supreme Court reiterated that “even a small amount of copying may fall outside the scope of fair use where the excerpt copied consists of the ‘heart’ of the original work’s creative expression,” though that may shift where “the amount of copying [is] tethered to a valid, and transformative, purpose.” Barton Beebe’s latest empirical assessment of fair use cases revealed that the outcome under the third factor “continues to correlate very strongly with the overall test outcome.”

The face depicted in a social media profile picture identifies the user as the user. It is the most important part of a profile picture. In Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises, the Supreme Court was confronted with the magazine equivalent of the profile picture. The Nation chose to excerpt key portions of President Gerald Ford’s yet-unpublished memoir that reflected on his decision to pardon President Richard Nixon. While the quotations were “[i]n absolute terms . . . an insubstantial portion,” the Court emphasized that the article was “structured around the quoted excerpts which serve as its dramatic focal points.” The Court reiterated the force of Harper & Row in Google. Specifically, the Court noted that

[i]f a defendant had copied one sentence in a novel, that copying may well be insubstantial. But if that single sentence set forth one of the world’s shortest short stories—“When he awoke, the dinosaur was still there.”—the question looks much different, as the copied material constitutes a small part of the novel but the entire short story.

The heart of a profile picture is the user’s face, which identifies that individual. That key portion of the work is copied for use as training data and reproduced
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in response to face match searches.\(^{326}\) Indeed, search results are literally “structured around” photographs of faces comprising the results.\(^{327}\)

Limited information is available about the internal mechanics of face surveillance companies’ use of copyrighted works as training data. It is not clear whether face surveillance companies copy entire profile pictures, excerpt users’ faces, or some combination of both.\(^{328}\) In any scenario, these companies ultimately put the “face” in “face surveillance” and, in so doing, take the heart of the work.

Making unauthorized copies of the “hearts” of profile pictures creates other problems, but face surveillance companies could rely only on mugshots, create their own original datasets, or combine both to avoid implicating copyright law. But doing so may be legally unnecessary. The Supreme Court explained that “[i]n principle, Google might have created its own, different system of declaring code . . . [but] the declaring code was the key that it needed to unlock the programmers’ creative energies. And it needed those energies to create and improve its own innovative Android systems.”\(^{329}\) Like the declaring code, existing profile pictures are the “key” to unlocking effective and efficient face surveillance, and companies like Clearview AI need those “energies” to create and improve their own face surveillance systems.

The sentiment underlying the Court’s analysis is not new. The Second Circuit explained in Google Books that “complete unchanged copying has repeatedly been found justified as fair use when the copying was reasonably appropriate to achieve the copier’s transformative purpose and was done in such a manner that it did not offer a competing substitute for the original.”\(^{330}\) But, as discussed above, face surveillance companies have a weak “transformative purpose” claim. A return to other public search engine and private subscription services cases proves instructional. Those cases illustrate that copiers’ use of works falls into three categories: (1) uses that take the entire work and display versions of it publicly, like Arriba Soft and Google Images;\(^{331}\) (2) uses that take
the entire work and display parts of it publicly, like Google Books;\textsuperscript{332} (3) and uses that take the entire work and display parts of it to paid subscribers, like Meltwater, TVEyes, and iParadigms.\textsuperscript{333} The former two categories consistently favor companies under this factor—but the third category does not.

In \textit{Meltwater}, the Southern District of New York assessed that Meltwater took between 4.5\% and 61\% of the [Associated Press articles]. It automatically took the lede from every AP story. As described by AP's Standards Editor, the lede is ‘meant to convey the heart of the story’. . . . There is no other single sentence from an AP story that is as consistently important from article to article . . . .\textsuperscript{334} Similarly, there is no more important part of a profile picture than one's face. Companies such as Clearview AI take faces—the “ledes” of profile pictures—from every profile picture. Notably, Judge Cote rejected Meltwater’s argument that the “extent of its copying is justified because its purpose is to serve as a search engine,” observing that the company “failed to show that it takes only that amount of material from AP’s articles that is necessary for it to function as a search engine.”\textsuperscript{335} Clearview AI makes no representations suggesting that it takes just enough of profile pictures to support its purported purpose as a search engine. Indeed, there is nothing preventing the company from alternately structuring its face match results to show only confidence percentages and referral links rather than reproducing faces from profile pictures.

The Second Circuit in \textit{TVEyes} further distinguished the amount of TVEyes’ use from that of transformative search engines. There, Judge Jacobs explained that TVEyes’ service was “radically dissimilar to the service at issue in Google Books,” which provides publicly only small snippets of text in response to searches.\textsuperscript{336} Instead, TVEyes “redistributes Fox’s news programming in ten-minute clips, which—given the brevity of the average news segment on a particular topic—likely provide TVEyes’s users with all of the Fox programming that they seek and the entirety of the message conveyed by Fox to authorized viewers of the original.”\textsuperscript{337} Analyzing the third factor, Judge Jacobs concluded that “TVEyes’s use of Fox’s content is therefore both
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'extensive' and inclusive of all that is 'important' from the copyrighted work.\textsuperscript{338}Profile pictures are not as substantial as reproducing all programming by a single provider, but users' faces comprise the most important part of profile pictures. By copying and displaying that portion of users' photographs, companies such as Clearview AI "likely provide" their law enforcement subscribers with "all of the [faces] that they seek and the entirety of the message" conveyed by social media users who selected the images, that message being, "We are the people in these photographs."\textsuperscript{339} Accordingly, this factor weighs heavily against face surveillance companies.

D. \textit{Market Harms}

The fourth fair use factor analyzes "the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work."\textsuperscript{340} In \textit{Sony Corp. v. Universal Studios},\textsuperscript{341} the Supreme Court noted that "[w]hat is necessary is a showing by a preponderance of the evidence that some meaningful likelihood of future harm exists. If the intended use is for commercial gain, that likelihood may be presumed."\textsuperscript{342} Years later, the Supreme Court developed the phrase "market harm" as a shorthand for the final fair use factor.\textsuperscript{343} In \textit{Acuff-Rose},\textsuperscript{344} the Court stated that the factor requires courts to consider not only the extent of the market harm caused by the particular actions of the alleged infringer, but also "whether unrestricted and widespread conduct of the sort engaged in by the defendant... would result in a substantially adverse impact on the potential market' for the original."\textsuperscript{345}

The Court further advised that "[t]he market for potential derivative uses includes only those that creators of original works would in general develop or license others to develop."\textsuperscript{346} While the Supreme Court has walked back its decades-old dictum stating that the fourth factor was "undoubtedly the single
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\textsuperscript{342}  Id. at 451 (emphasis in original). The Supreme Court has since moved away from the presumption that commercial use causes harm.
\textsuperscript{344}  510 U.S. 569 (1994).
\textsuperscript{345}  Id. at 590 (quoting 4 MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 13.05[A][4] (2022)).
\textsuperscript{346}  Id. at 592.
most important element of fair use," Barton Beebe’s empirical work reveals that the factor continues to dominate courts’ analyses.

In Google, the Court expressed skepticism at claims that Oracle could have competed in Google’s Android market. But the licensing market for profile pictures is not so speculative; it is robust and well-established. Many web users spend considerable energy curating their online presence, which includes choosing photographs to operate as profile pictures on social media networks and professional websites. Those pictures are particularly valuable to social media networks, media outlets, and company websites. All five of the social media companies that sent cease-and-desist letters to Clearview AI take nonexclusive licenses in users’ copyrighted works, including profile pictures.

Some companies, such as Facebook, even used their social network to acquire licenses to users’ photographs to train their own face recognition algorithms.

Despite the flaws of “terms of service” as readable contracts, users can choose whether to license their profile pictures in exchange for access to friends’

---
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and followers’ (and even strangers’) status updates and selfies. Face surveillance companies circumvent that market, making unauthorized decisions for other networks’ users and offering nothing of value in return for their takings. Yet, at the same time, these companies profit handsomely from selling such ill-gotten photographs to private subscribers in law enforcement. 354

Licensing markets play a decisive role in subscription service cases in ways that pose problems for face surveillance companies. Concluding that the fourth factor “weighs strongly against Meltwater,” the Southern District for New York explained that the Associated Press put effort into developing an online presence, including licensing its content to competitors of Meltwater. 355 Judge Cote proceeded to observe that Meltwater’s unlicensed use of Associated Press stories “cheapened the value of AP’s work by competing with companies that do license AP content.” 356 She concluded that using the Associated Press’s content without a license created an “unfair commercial advantage in the marketplace and directly harmed the creator of expressive content protected by the Copyright Act.” The Second Circuit in TVEyes similarly noted that “[t]he success of the TVEyes business model demonstrates that deep-pocketed consumers are willing to pay well for a service that allows them to search for and view selected television clips, and that this market is worth millions of dollars in the aggregate.” 358 “[B]y selling access to Fox’s audiovisual content without a license,” Judge Jacobs concluded, “TVEyes deprives Fox of revenues to which Fox is entitled as the copyright holder.” 359

But the Supreme Court in Google cautioned that “a potential loss of revenue is not the whole story.” The Court acknowledged in Sony that copyright law does not require a copyright owner to charge a fee for the use of his works, and... the owner of a copyright may well have economic or noneconomic reasons for permitting certain kinds of
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copying to occur without receiving direct compensation from the copier.  

Jane Ginsburg, drawing from decisions of multiple courts, determined that valuation under the fourth factor "need not be monetary.

The profile picture licensing market presents a conundrum. Licensing is not, and should not be, necessary for every secondary use—particularly for many uses by artists, libraries, reporters, and educators—but it seems important for uses in commercial face surveillance technology. Face surveillance engages with the emerging market for an individual's privacy, which people license away for no fee. But face surveillance companies do deprive users of the right to choose whether and to whom to license their works. There is a striking similarity between the Second Circuit's observation in *TVEyes* that "deep-pocketed consumers are willing to pay well" for subscription services that serve up unlicensed copies and the business model of face surveillance companies. A just exchange for use of the profile pictures for face surveillance hinges on consent, not compensation. This is tricky to value under the final factor—or within copyright at all.

As discussed under the first factor previously, the Court in *Google* stated that, as part of the fourth factor, "we must take into account the public benefits the copying will likely produce. . . . Are they comparatively important or unimportant, when compared with dollar amounts likely lost. . . .?" It remains
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unclear how a court would weigh the comparative importance of identifying some alleged criminals against the fundamental destruction of privacy. To tilt against face surveillance companies, a court would need to credit the idea that a market is not exclusively measured by money—which is not impossible. But that finding may be colored by how the court characterizes the benefits (and harms) of face surveillance.

It is also worth noting that the approach currently taken by face surveillance companies is quickly falling out of favor. Not only do many companies acquire licenses to use profile pictures, but face recognition training datasets reliant on scraped photographs are also being phased out in favor of images obtained with consent. Multiple academic institutions, including Stanford and the University of Washington, took hallmark public datasets, all comprised of images used without consent, offline. Microsoft, formerly a leader in face recognition before issuing its corporate moratoria, decommissioned its popular MS Celeb dataset comprised of nearly 100,000 individuals featured in ten million scraped photographs. And the Conference on Neural Information Processing Systems, a prestigious ML conference better known as NeurIPS, recently proposed that its reviewers will account for whether “people provide[d] their consent on the collection of such data” when assessing submitted research. Licensing each work used as ML training data is often legally unnecessary, but custom is changing for face recognition. This shift spells further trouble for face recognition companies under the fourth factor. As Jennifer Rothman observes, “courts often rely on custom as a proxy in making other inquiries, such as determining the market effects of using another’s IP.” If this trend continues, a “plausibly exploitable market” may emerge for licensing photographs to train face recognition algorithms, further disfavoring face surveillance companies.
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CONCLUSION

In Acuff-Rose, the Supreme Court explained that “the four statutory factors [cannot] be treated in isolation, one from another. All are to be explored, and the results weighed together, in light of the purposes of copyright.”374 Promoting public access to knowledge remains a principal purpose of copyright law.375 But face surveillance companies’ secretive sales of subscription services to law enforcement do not promote public access to knowledge—quite the contrary. Taken together, the fair use factors could weigh against companies’ copying and reproduction of web users’ copyrightable profile pictures for face surveillance.

Even so, copyright law remains no one’s first choice for resisting face surveillance. Copyright can permit, and even perpetuate, biases that animate invasive face recognition.376 It protects against profile pictures being copied by face surveillance companies, but not against wedding pictures and vacation photos being used to fuel face surveillance. It also requires some knowledge of face surveillance datasets to effectively litigate.377 But the alternatives, barring a ban, are no less limiting. Jeanne Fromer has asked whether we should care about the reasons why copyright is being invoked.378 We should care deeply when copyright is weaponized for censorship or harassment.379 But face surveillance is actively harming marginalized communities, and the remaining public is unlikely to fare much better. Perhaps the more urgent question is whether the assertion of copyright can effectively do good. Here, the answer is yes.

The Venn diagram of modern technological copyright challenges and privacy puzzles continues to more closely resemble a circle, at the center of which sit three fundamental questions: who must give consent, to whom, and for what purposes. We must also grapple with the reality that decades of lobbying created an environment in which existing copyright law does a better
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job of protecting the public against privacy harms than many alternatives. As it stands, copyright remains a powerful means of preventing invasive face surveillance technology from dismantling privacy.

Make no mistake, the use of face recognition technology by law enforcement should be banned. In the meantime, researchers must continue interrogating which uses of face recognition technology recalibrate power and promote justice rather than settling for ones that are legally defensible. Lawyers must continue thinking creatively about holding face surveillance companies legally accountable. And activists must continue pressing politicians to pass local oversight regulations. David Scalzo, one of Clearview AI’s early investors, speculated that “[l]aws have to determine what’s legal, but you can’t ban technology. Sure, that might lead to a dystopian future or something, but you can’t ban it.” So far, he has been largely correct. But if we invoke existing copyright law to protect the public from face surveillance, we may buy ourselves enough time to wait for the federal ban we need.
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